TITLES ADDED BY COLLECTION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Main</th>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Special Collections</th>
<th>Oversize</th>
<th>Children's Collection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Audiovisual Materials</td>
<td>Periodicals</td>
<td>Curriculum Material</td>
<td>Internet Resources</td>
<td>TOTAL NUMBER OF TITLES ADDED</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Titles Added By Subject

A

- Aeronautics and Astronautics (TL)
- Agriculture (SB)
- American Literature (PS)
- Anthropology (GN)
- Art (N)
  see also Reference
- Asian History (DS)
- Astronomy (QB)

B

- Bibliography and Library Science (Z - ZA)
- Building Construction (TH)
  see Audiovisual Materials
- Business (HF)

C

- Chemical Technology (TP)
  see Audiovisual Materials
- Chemistry (QD)
Communications (HE)
Communities, Classes and Races (HT)
Criminology (HV6000 -)
see also Oversize
see also Audiovisual Materials

Deaf Education
see Education of the Deaf

Economics (HB - HE)
see also Special Collections
Education (L - LD)
see also Special Collections
see also Audiovisual Materials
see also Curriculum Material
Education of the Deaf (HV2350 - HV2999)
see Audiovisual Materials
Engineering, Mechanical
see Mechanical Engineering (TJ)
Engineering, Hydraulic
see Hydraulic Engineering (TC)
English Literature (PR)

Finance (HG)
see also Public Finance (HJ)

Genealogy
see Reference
Geography (G - GB)
see also Reference
Geology (QE)
see also Special Collections
History, Asian
  see Asian History
History, Latin and South American
  see Latin and South American History
History, United States
  see U.S. History
History, United States (Local)
  see U.S. Local History
Hydraulic Engineering (TC)

Information Science
  see Library and Information Science

Latin and South American History (F1201 - F3799)
Law (K - KZ)
Library and Information Science (Z - ZA)

Marriage and the Family (HQ1 - HQ1075)
  see Reference
  Mechanical Engineering (TJ)
  see Oversize
  Medicine (all R's except for RT)
  see also Reference
  see also Special Collections
  see also Oversize
  see also Audiovisual Materials
  Military Science (U)
  see also Oversize

Nursing (RT)
• Oriental Philology and Linguistics (PJ)

P

• Philosophy (B - BD)
• Physics (QC)
• Political Science (J)
• Psychology (BF)
• Public Finance (HJ)
• see also Finance

R

• Religion (BL - BX)

S

• Social Work, Social Pathology, Social and Public Welfare (HV1 - HV5999)
• see also Special Collections
• Sociology (HM)
• see also Audiovisual Materials
• Spanish Literature (PQ6001 - PQ9000)

T

• Technology (T)

U

• U.S. History (E)
• U.S. Local History (F1 - F999)

W

• Women (HQ1101 - HQ2044)

Z

• Zoology (QL)


Special Diabetes Program for Indians (U.S.). On the path to a healthier future: 2007 report to Congress. [Rockville, MD?]: Indian Health Service, [2009?]

Chavers, Dean. Racism in Indian country. New York: Peter Lang, c2009.


Klamer, Arjo. Speaking of economics: how to get in the conversation.

HD1676.U6 F59664 2009

HD5724 .F766 2008

HD7096.U5 M64 2009

HD7287.96.U5 T39 2009

HD9502.U63 H417 2009

HE8698 .F64 2008

HF1416.5 .B37 2008

HF5382 .T54

HF5382.5.U5 M36


HV5801 .U544 2008

HV6626.2 .J83 2009
Also available online.

HV7936.C88 .E4456 2009

HV9950 .I66 2009

JK1161 .E75 2009

KF3120 .A84 2009

KF8793 .I58 2008
Also available online.

LC1091 .E97 2009

N5310.5.R9 K57 2007

NA707 .A5 2008

NA712.5.M63 W75 2008

PJ7715 .M87 2008
Center, PCOR Partnership [2005]

QE516.C37 G465779 2005

QE516.C37 I3468 2005
Identification of CO2 sequestration strategies for the PCOR Partnership region. [Grand Forks, N.D.]: University of North Dakota, Energy & Environmental Research Center, PCOR Partnership [2005]

QE516.C37 I54568 2005
The influence of tectonics on the potential leakage of CO2 from deep geological sequestration units in the Williston Basin. [Grand Forks, N.D.]: University of North Dakota, Energy & Environmental Research Center, PCOR Partnership [2005]

QE516.C37 N49 2005
Inyan Kara Formation outline. [Grand Forks, N.D.]: University of North Dakota, Energy & Environmental Research Center, PCOR Partnership [2005]

QE516.C37 N49 2005
Newcastle Formation outline. [Grand Forks, N.D.]: University of North Dakota, Energy & Environmental Research Center, PCOR Partnership [2005]

QE516.C37 O947 2005
Overview of Williston Basin geology as it relates to CO2 sequestration. [Grand Forks, N.D.]: University of North Dakota, Energy & Environmental Research Center, PCOR Partnership [2005]

QE516.C37 P59316 2006

QE516.C37 P68373 2005
Potential CO2 storage capacity of the saline portions of the lower cretaceous aquifer system in the PCOR Partnership region. [Grand Forks, N.D.]: University of North Dakota, Energy & Environmental Research Center, PCOR Partnership [2005]

QE516.C37 P68677 2005
Potential of restored prairie wetlands in the glaciated North American prairie to sequester atmospheric carbon. [Grand Forks, N.D.]: University of North Dakota, Energy & Environmental Research Center, PCOR Partnership [2005]

QE516.C37 S4776 2005
Sequestration potential of the Madison of the northern Great Plains aquifer system. [Grand Forks, N.D.]: University of North Dakota, Energy & Environmental Research Center, PCOR Partnership [2005]

QE516.C37 S4777 2005
Sequestration potential of petroleum reservoirs in the Williston Basin. [Grand Forks, N.D.]: University of North Dakota, Energy & Environmental Research Center, PCOR Partnership [2005]

QL785.27 .G73 2009

RA399.A3 H417 2009

Also available online.

RA410.53 .B8 2008

Also available online.

RA997 .T746 2009

Also available online.

RB155 .G46 2009

Also available online.

RJ23 .P4 v. 56 no. 3

RT1 .N77 v. 44 no. 2

SB106.V43 B7 2009

Also available online.

SB18.5 .N87 2009

SB482.A4 N38 2009
United States. National Park System Advisory Board. National Park Service


UG447.8 .L63 2009


UG733 .H576 2009


UG745.E85 B46 2009


Also available online.

Z657 .B935 2009


CS413 .O94 2008


Includes companion website.

G1021 .D586 2008


HQ76.4 .D5313 2008


N6538.A4 E94 2008


RA995.5.N9 N67 2009

SPECIAL COLLECTIONS

HD9502.U63 N94 2008
Also available online.

HD9502.U63 N94 2009
Also available online.

HV742.N9 N677 2009
Also available online.

LD 3375 .M42h R64665
Roemmich, Monica.  The history and the role of transformations in the high school curriculum ; and, Implementation of various learning theories in the teaching of mathematics.  2008.

LD 3375 .M42h V16415
Vandal, Kayla J.  Readers theatre : fast track to fluency.  2009.

LD 3375 .M42j G37647

LD 3375 .M42j H87866

LD 3375 .M42j N415
Neal, Amy.  Factors that affect North Dakota kindergarten teachers' perceptions of kindergarten start dates.  2009.

LD 3375 .M42j P6748

LD 3375 .M42j S327734


Trauma system consultation, State of North Dakota, Mandan, North Dakota. [S.l.] : American College of Surgeons, Committee on Trauma, [2008]


Fowler, Gloria. The red shoes. [Los Angeles, CA] : AMMO ; [LaVergne, TN] : Distributed in the USA and Canada by Ingram Publisher Services, 2008.


HM1271 .R444 2000
Also available online.

HV2391 .L578 2004 v.1

HV2391 .L578 2006 v.2

HV8696 .H69 2008

LC1091 .C58 2009
Also available online.

LC1091 .L417 2009
Also available online.

LC4031 .T665 2007

Lead-free is best for me [videorecording] what your school or child care facility needs to know about lead in drinking water. [Washington, D.C.]: U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Office of Water, [2006]

RC86.7 .N38 2007

TH1096 .T3556 2008
Atmospheric aerosol properties and climate impacts.  
Also available as a book in the Main Collection. CALL NUMBER: QC879.7 .A76 2009

Also available as a book in the Main Collection. CALL NUMBER: RA410.53 .B8 2008

The Bureau of Reclamation: history essays from the centennial symposium.  
Also available as a book in the Main Collection. CALL NUMBER: TC556.5.W49 B87 2008

Civics flash cards for the new naturalization test [flash card]; and, Vocabulary flash cards for the new naturalization test.  
Also available as a kit in the Media Center. CALL NUMBER: Media Center LC1091 . C58 2009

Columbia crew survival investigation report.  
Also available as a book in the Main Collection. CALL NUMBER: TL867 .C658 2008

Comprehensive state energy policy, 2008 - 2025.  
[Bismarck, N.D.]: North Dakota Dept. of Commerce, [2008] 
Also available as a book in Special Collections. CALL NUMBER: Special Collections HD9502.U63 N94 2008

Comprehensive state energy policy, 2008 - 2025.  
Also available as a book in Special Collections. CALL NUMBER: Special Collections HD9502.U63 N94 2009

Congressional Oversight Panel April oversight report: assessing Treasury's strategy: six months of TARP.  
Also available as a book in the Main Collection. CALL NUMBER: HG2492 .A874 2009

Congressional Oversight Panel special report on regulatory reform: modernizing the American financial regulatory system: recommendations for improving oversight, protecting consumers, and ensuring stability.  
Also available as a book in the Main Collection. CALL NUMBER: HG2492 .M64 2009

A decade of discovery.  
United States. Dept. of Energy. [Washington, D.C.]: Altio Media for the
Also available as a book in Oversize. CALL NUMBER: q TJ163.4.U6 U65 2008

**Fire management and invasive plants: a handbook.**
Also available as a book in the Main Collection. CALL NUMBER: SB106.V43 B7 2009

**Genetic non-discrimination: hearing before the Subcommittee on Health of the Committee on Ways and Means, U.S. House of Representatives, One Hundred Tenth Congress, first session, March 14, 2007.**
Also available as a book in the Main Collection. CALL NUMBER: RB155.G46 2009

**Hard lessons: the Iraq reconstruction experience.**
Also available as a book in the Main Collection. CALL NUMBER: DS79.769.H37 2009

**Hearing on energy and tax policy: hearing before the Subcommittee on Select Revenue Measures of the Committee on Ways and Means, U.S. House of Representatives, One Hundred Tenth Congress, first session, April 19, 2007.**
Also available as a book in the Main Collection. CALL NUMBER: HD9502.U63 H417 2009

**Hearing on strategies to increase information on comparative clinical effectiveness: hearing before the Subcommittee on Health of the Committee on Ways and Means, House of Representatives, One Hundred Tenth Congress, first session, June 12, 2007.**
Also available as a book in the Main Collection. CALL NUMBER: RA399.A3 H417 2009

**Home safety checklist: are children safe in your home?**
Also available as a book in the Main Collection. CALL NUMBER: HV675.72 .H66 2008

**Improving the child welfare system: hearing before the Subcommittee on Income Security and Family Support of the Committee on Ways and Means, U.S. House of Representatives, One Hundred Tenth Congress, second session, February 27, 2008.**
Also available as a book in the Main Collection. CALL NUMBER: HV741.I4977 2009

**The instability of health coverage in America: hearing before the Subcommittee on Health of the Committee on Ways and Means, U.S. House of Representatives,**


Also available as a book in the Main Collection. CALL NUMBER: KF8793 .I58 2008

The Judicial Oversight Demonstration: culminating report on the evaluation.

Washington, DC: U.S. Dept. of Justice, Office of Justice Programs, National Institute of Justice, [2009]

Also available as a book in the Main Collection. CALL NUMBER: HV6626.2 .J83 2009

Learn about the United States: quick civics lessons for the new naturalization test.


Also available in the Media Center. CALL NUMBER: Media Center LC1091 .L417 2009

Modernizing America's financial regulatory structure: hearing before the Congressional Oversight Panel, One Hundred Eleventh Congress, first session, January 14, 2009.


Also available as a book in the Main Collection. CALL NUMBER: HG2492 .M6414 2009


Also available as a book in the Main Collection. CALL NUMBER: HD7096.U5 M64 2009

National Park Service science in the 21st century: a National Parks Science Committee report to the National Park System Advisory Board.


Also available as a book in the Main Collection. CALL NUMBER: SB482.A4 N38 2009

A new era of responsibility: renewing America's promise.


Also available as a book in the Main Collection. CALL NUMBER: HJ2051 .U574 2009


Options for deploying missile defenses in Europe.
Bennett, Michael J.  Washington, DC : Congress of the United States, Congressional Budget Office : For sale by the Supt. of Docs., U.S. G.P.O., [2009]
Also available as a book in the Main Collection. CALL NUMBER:  HG742.N9 N677 2009

Oxford companion to family and local history.

Policing terrorism : an executive's guide.
Also available as a book in the Oversize Collection. CALL NUMBER:  HV6432 .N49 2008

Potential impacts of climate change in the United States.
Also available as a book in the Main Collection. CALL NUMBER:  QC981.8.G56 .S5135 2009

A preliminary analysis of the President's budget and an update of CBO's budget and economic outlook.
Also available as a book in the Main Collection. CALL NUMBER:  HJ2051 .P74 2009

Also available as a book in the Main Collection. CALL NUMBER:  HV741 P74 2009

Questions about the $700 billion emergency economic stabilization funds : the first report of the Congressional Oversight Panel for Economic Stabilization.
Also available as a book in the Main Collection. CALL NUMBER:  HG2492 .Q47 2008

Religions, cultures and communities.
Also available on DVD in the Media Center. CALL NUMBER:  Media Center HM1271 .R444 2000


Voyages [electronic resource] the trans-Atlantic slave trade database. [Atlanta] : Emory University, [2008?–]
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TOTAL NUMBER OF TITLES ADDED

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Main</td>
<td>124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special Collections</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oversize</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Children's Collection</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audiovisual Materials</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Periodicals</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curriculum Material</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internet Resources</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL NUMBER OF TITLES ADDED</td>
<td>213</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>